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Abstract

A new algorithm is presented for the lattice simulation of protein crystal growth. The algorithm allows the
calculation of the size distribution of microcrystals in the volume and timescale of experiments and within the

wframework of the previously-published microscopic model A.M. Kierzek, W.M. Wolf, P. Zielenkiewicz, Biophys. J. 73
Ž . x1997 571]580 . Simulations for the tetragonal lysozyme crystal show that there are two critical sizes in the
development of ordered phase. The first one corresponds to the size of the smallest stable complex which, in the case
of the tetragonal lysozyme crystal, is the particular tetramer. In a volume of 5 ml the tetramer appears in the
millisecond timescale. The second critical radius of approximately 100 monomers is only reached by a few of all the
smallest stable complexes formed in the solution. The model predicts that out of 107 tetramers which appear in
solution, only eight reach the size of 100 monomers within 8 h. After exceeding the second critical radius the
microcrystals grow to the size of 104 monomers in the minute timescale and are thus assumed to quickly lead to
macroscopic crystals. The predicted number of crystals formed during 8 h of nucleation is in qualitative agreement
with arrested nucleation experiments. Q 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In spite of the recent advances in protein crys-
tallisation, such as surface response methods for

w xoptimising crystallisation conditions 1 or the
w xmodification of charged residues 2 , crystal growth

remains the slowest step in protein structure de-

U Corresponding author. Tel.: q48-22-6584-703; fax: q48-
22-6584-636; e-mail: piotr@ibbrain.ibb.waw.pl

termination by means of X-ray crystallography. A
better understanding of the mechanisms of pro-
tein crystal growth would lead to the optimisation
of the currently used crystallisation methods. For
example, the knowledge about the size distribu-
tion of aggregates during the crystallisation of
some model proteins would help to improve pro-
tocols for monitoring the process by means of
scattering methods. This, in turn, would shorten
the necessary time to decide if the protein would
crystallise under the given conditions.
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Many experimental approaches, such as elec-
w x w xtron microscopy 3 , atomic force microscopy 4 ,

w xlight and neutron scattering 5]8 and calorimetry
w x9 , have been used to study crystallisation of a
few model proteins. There has also been a sig-
nificant effort on the theoretical side. To under-
stand the effective interactions controlling
charged protein aggregation, Soumpasis and

w xGeorgalis 10 computed the potential of mean
force for the lysozyme]water]NaCl system within
a hypernetted chain approximation. Many authors
attempted to interpret the data on protein crys-
tallisation using physicochemical concepts devel-
oped for the description of the solutions of small
molecules, for example, applications of classical

w xnucleation theory 11,12 and the recent work of
w xWolde and Frankel 13 where protein crystal

nucleation was modelled as the process of critical
density fluctuation.

The theories borrowed from small molecule
crystal growth and colloidal physics do not take
into account the dependence of the free energy of
protein]protein association on the complex
shapes of the protein molecules. If the shapes of
the protein monomers are not explicitly included
in the model then the well known fact that associ-
ating proteins tend to form interfaces with the

w xlargest surface area buried 14 is neglected. Also,
the orientational effect, i.e. the probability that
protein monomers which are close together in
space are properly oriented to form a defined
interface is omitted. As the reported values of
orientational probabilities vary in the range

y5 y7 w x10 ]10 15]18 , they influence the kinetic re-
sults by several orders of magnitude.

The above simplifications can be avoided if
detailed knowledge about the structure of the
crystal is used to provide insights into the mecha-
nism of its growth. One way in which this is
attempted is the statistical analysis of the proper-

w xties of protein]protein interfaces 19]21 . An-
other is to build the model of crystal growth in
such a way that the anisotropy of protein

Žmolecules generally or the detailed shape of the
.model protein is considered. In 1996, Patro and

w xPrzybycien 22 performed 2D Monte Carlo simu-
lations in which protein monomers were repre-
sented by hexagons, the edges of which modelled

surface patches with different properties. Very
general aspects of protein aggregation were stud-
ied by this approach. Recently, Pellegrini et al.
w x23 were able to explain the non-uniform dis-
tributions of space groups found in the

w xBrookhaven Protein Data Bank 24 by Monte
Carlo simulations in which nuclei were assembled
from three dimensional rigid bodies with different

w xsurface patches. In 1991, Durbin and Feher 16
reproduced the behaviour of the faces of a tetrag-
onal lysozyme crystal by the Monte Carlo simula-
tion in which the interactions on three main types
of protein]protein contacts in the crystal were
used as the free parameters of the model. The
most detailed representation of the protein struc-

w xture was used by Tissen at al. 25 . They used
triangulated surfaces of the model proteins and
performed Stokesian dynamics and continuum hy-
drodynamics calculations. Due to the computatio-
nal complexity of the model, only results concern-
ing the diffusion coefficients of the proteins un-
der investigation were reported so far.

In our previous paper we used lattice simula-
tions to study nucleation and early growth stages

w xof a tetragonal lysozyme crystal 18 . The protein
molecules were modelled as points occupying the
nodes of a 3D lattice. The edges of the lattice
represented contacts between protein molecules
in the crystal. Contact energies were calculated
assuming that they are proportional to the change
of accessible surface area during the formation of
the interface. A discrete orientational state was
assigned to each of the monomers in the lattice
and interactions were considered only between
the molecules which were properly oriented. Such
a representation of the system allowed us to use
interaction energies calculated according to the
analysis of the crystal structure on the atomic
level, to account for orientational effects and, at
the same time, to avoid the computational com-
plexity of explicit protein structure treatment dur-
ing random walk simulations.

The model was used to reproduce the be-
Ž .haviour of the dislocation on the 110 face of a

tetragonal lysozyme crystal which was observed in
w xdetail by atomic force microscopy 4 . In our

previous paper it was shown that the behaviour of
the dislocation can only be reproduced for the
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very narrow range of the difference between the
entropic penalty and interaction energies and for

Žthe orientational probability reciprocal of the
. y5number of discrete orientational states 10 .

When applied to nucleation, the model showed
that the smallest stable complex with the crystal

Ž .order is the particular tetramer see Fig. 1 and
that it appears in the solution in the microsecond
time scale. Even for the representation of the
system used in our work it was not possible to
generate ‘growth trajectories’ for a large number
of tetramers in the time scale of the experiments.

This work presents a new algorithm which al-
lows the application of the above model to the
calculation of the size distribution of microcrys-
tals in the time scale of hours. Its application to a
tetragonal lysozyme crystal shows that only a small
fraction of independently growing first stable

Ž .complexes tetramers reaches the critical size of
approximately 100 monomers and then become
macroscopic crystals. The predicted number of
macroscopic crystals obtained after 8 h of nucle-
ation is in reasonable agreement with the results

w xof arrested nucleation experiments 26,27 .

2. Methods

Although detailed formulation of our model is
w xgiven in the previous paper 18 , it is necessary to

restate its basic assumptions in order to describe
the new algorithm.

2.1. The model

The simulation begins with an atomic level
analysis of the environment of the protein
monomer in the crystal under investigation. The
environment is defined as the complex containing
the protein monomer, which will be referred to as
the central molecule, and all molecules in the
crystal which form with it at least one intermolec-

˚ular contact shorter than 4.5 A. The interaction
free energy is calculated for each of the interfaces
formed by the central molecule. It is assumed
that the interaction free energy is proportional to
the change of accessible surface area during the
formation of the interface. Details concerning the
generation of the crystal environment and energy

Fig. 1. The tetramer which is the smallest stable complex of
the tetragonal lysozyme crystal. The complex is shown along c
crystal direction. Positions of crystalographic axes are shown
on the picture.

calculations are given in the previous paper; Table
1 lists the values obtained for tetragonal lysozyme
crystal.

Table 1
Surface areas buried in the interfaces and calculated associa-
tion free energies for the tetragonal lysozyme crystal

Letter code Surface area Calculated
of the buried at the association

a 2˚Ž .interface interface A free energy
y1Ž .kcal mol

a 37.5 y0.6
b 37.5 y0.6
c 548.5 y12.0
d 341.3 y7.6
e 341.3 y7.6
f 548.5 y12.0
g 1104.4 y21.9
h 657.0 y16.5

a There are eight interfaces in the crystal environment of the
molecule in the tetragonal lysozyme crystal. For details see
w x18 .
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In the second stage of the simulation, protein
monomers are represented as points occupying
nodes of a three dimensional lattice. The lattice is
built in such a way that each edge corresponds to
one of the interfaces found in the crystal environ-
ment. To account for the orientational effects an
integer variable representing the discrete orienta-
tional state is assigned. Only monomers which
occupy neighbouring nodes and have the same
orientational state are counted as interacting.
Thus, association free energy can be calculated
for any monomer in the lattice using the fol-
lowing equation:

0 0 0Ž . Ž . Ž .DG k sDG y d k , j DG jÝassoc r o t ,t r an s int er
j

Ž .1

0 Ž .where DG k is the association free energy ofassoc
Ž .the kth monomer; d k, j s1 if the jth neigh-

bouring node of molecule k is occupied by a
monomer with the same orientational state as k

0 Ž .and otherwise to 0; DG j is half of the valueint er
of the interaction free energy between the central
molecule and its jth neighbour in the crystal
environment. The positive term in the above free
energy expression, DG0 is the entropicr o t ,t r an s
penalty related to the loss of rotational and trans-
lational degrees of freedom during aggregation.

Let us introduce two definitions which will be
Ž .useful in further discussions: i a site on the

surface of a complex is any empty node adjacent
Ž .to the complex; and ii a good site is any site

which meets the condition that a molecule arriv-
ing at this site with the same orientational state
as the molecules belonging to the complex would
have a negative free energy of association.

We have studied several features of the crys-
tallisation process using the above representation
of the system. The smallest stable complex with

Žcrystal order was found as the smallest with the
.minimum number of monomers cluster of

monomers in the lattice in which all the monomers
had negative association free energies. To simu-
late crystal growth, the diffusion of protein
molecules was modelled as a random walk of
points in the lattice. In each step of the simula-

tion, monomers with positive energies were moved
to random neighbouring nodes and their orienta-
tional states were randomly changed. Monomers
with negative energies were considered as im-
mobilised in the solid phase and were not moved.
The time step of the simulation was calculated to
be 28 ns using the equation:

2²Ž . : Ž .D ts x r6D 2

ŽThe values of the diffusion constant D 102
y1 .mm s and the corresponding hydrodynamic

Ž .radius a 2.09 nm , were taken from Eberstein et
w x ²Ž .2:al. 5 . The mean squared displacement x

was assumed to be equal to 4a2. Thus, the time
step of our simulation is the average time in
which the protein, together with the solvation
shell, moves the distance equal to its diameter.

The method is described in detail in our previ-
ous paper; Fig. 2 shows the schema of the simula-
tion.

2.2. Limitations of the random walk algorithm

Due to the very low orientational probability, it
was not computationally possible to simulate any
events requiring the interaction of more than one
molecule at the given time step.

In the simulations of the tetragonal lysozyme
crystal, a single molecule arriving at a good site of
the complex is properly oriented with the
probability of 10y5. If the complex lacks good
sites, its growth requires the meeting of two
properly oriented molecules at neighbouring sites
in the same time step. The probability that two
molecules will be properly oriented is 10y10, five
orders of magnitude lower than the previous one.
Thus, the expected number of random walk steps
required for achieving only the proper orientation
of two monomers in the same time step is of the
order of 1010. It is not possible to compute that

Žnumber of random walk steps in our system the
number which can be computed in a reasonable

7.time is of the order of 10 .
For the above reasons, a random walk algo-

rithm could only be directly applied to the simula-
tion of the behaviour of dislocation on the crystal
face. In this case, the edge of the step always
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contained good sites. It was not possible to simu-
late the process of aggregation of four monomers
during the formation of the smallest stable com-
plex as this process requires three molecules to

Žhave the same orientation orientational state of
.the fourth molecule at the same time step. Addi-

tionally, it was also impossible to directly simulate
the further growth of the tetramer due to the fact
that it lacks good sites and thus the surface nucle-
ation of two molecules is required for its growth.

Fig. 2

Larger complexes without good sites were also
found.

In our previous paper, we showed how the time
of the occurrence of the tetramer and the growth
curve from the tetramer can be approximated
using the results of random walk simulations with
higher orientational probabilities. We were able
to show only a single ‘growth trajectory’, even
using these approximations. In this paper we pre-
sent a new algorithm to extrapolate results of
random walk simulations to longer times, larger
systems and smaller orientational probabilities.
This algorithm is fast enough to calculate approx-
imately 107 growth trajectories and thus it can be
applied to the calculation of the size distribution
of microcrystals in crystallising lysozyme solu-
tions.

2.3. Time of appearance of the first stable complex

Let us consider a lattice having V nodes and0
occupied by N monomers with orientational0
probabilities O . Before the smallest stable com-0
plex appears, all the configurations of the
monomers in which all monomers occupy differ-
ent nodes of the lattice have equal probability of
occurrence in the step of a random walk simula-
tion. Therefore, the probability that the configu-
ration of monomers in the given random walk

Ž .Schema of the random walk simulation. a Two-dimen-
sional slice of the tetragonal lysozyme crystal perpendicular to
the c direction. Part of the lattice built according to the
analysis of the crystal structure is shown. As one can see the
node of the lattice represents the position of the monomer;

Ž .edges represent intermolecular interfaces. b During simula-
tion, monomers are represented as points occupying nodes of
the lattice. A discrete orientational state is assigned to each
monomer. If the monomers occupy neighbouring nodes and
have the same orientational states, the interaction free energy

Ž .corresponding to the particular interface lattice edge is
subtracted from the entropic penalty for aggregation. The
monomers with positive energies are moved to random neigh-
bouring nodes. The picture shows two monomers which oc-
cupy neighbouring nodes, but different orientational states,
and are treated as non-interacting. In the cluster of five
monomers, four do interact with each other and form a stable
complex. The fifth molecule forms only single interaction with
others, which is too small to overcome entropic cost. This
molecule will be moved in the random walk timestep.
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step contains at least one smallest stable complex
is defined as follows:

Ž . Ž .P O ,V skrK 30 0

where k is the number of configurations which
was found to contain at least one smallest stable
complex out of K randomly generated ones. Us-

Ž .ing the value P O ,V one can calculate the0 0
probability of the occurrence of the configuration
containing the smallest stable complex in the
same lattice with the same number of monomers
if the orientational probability is decreased to O.
This is given by the equation:

Sy1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .P O,V s OrO P O ,V 40 0 0 0

where S is the size of the smallest stable complex.
Ž .The equation states that P O ,V is decreased0 0

Ž .Sy1OrO times as Sy1 monomers must, dur-0
ing the same time step, align to the remaining

Ž .one with orientational probability OrO times0
smaller than O .0

The lattice with a large volume having V nodes
can be treated as VrV independent lattices con-0
taining V nodes. Thus, the probability of finding0
a configuration containing at least one smallest
stable complex in the lattice with V nodes and N
monomers with orientational probability O is
given by the equation:

VrV0Ž . w Ž .x Ž .P O,V s1y 1yP O,V 50

if the volume fraction in the large lattice is equal
Žto the volume fraction in the small lattice NrV

.sN rV .0 0
The appearance of the configuration containing

the smallest stable complex, in the single step of a
random walk simulation, can be treated as a
success of Bernoulli trial with the probability
Ž .P O,V . In the sequence of Bernoulli trials, the

waiting time for the first success has the geomet-
w xric distribution 28 :

TŽ . Ž . Ž .P tsT sp 1yp , ts0,1,2,3,... 6

where t is the waiting time expressed in the
number of trials, T is the particular value of this

time, and p is the probability of success. The
Ž .mean of this distribution equals 1yp rp. There-

fore, the mean waiting time for the appearance of
the smallest stable complex is given by the equa-
tion:

Ž . w Ž .x Ž . Ž .T O,V s 1yP O,V rP O,V 7

The accuracy of the above equations was tested
by comparison with the results of the random
walk simulations in the following way. First, 106

random configurations of 777 monomers were
generated in the tetragonal lysozyme lattice of

Žthe size 15=15=15 unit cells volume fraction
.0.029 . The orientational probability was set to 1.

Among these, 2157 configurations were found to
contain at least one smallest stable complex. Us-

Ž . Ž . Ž .ing Eqs. 3 ] 5 and 7 we calculated the mean
waiting time for the appearance of the tetramer
in the lattice of the size 30=30=30 unit cells

Ž .filled with 6221 monomers volume fraction 0.029
and having the orientational probability 0.1. The
result was 57 950 time steps. Then we performed
321 random walk simulations in the same lattice
Ž30=30=30 unit cells, 6221 monomers, orienta-

.tional probability 0.1 . Each simulation was
stopped when the first configuration containing at
least one smallest stable complex appeared and
the number of random walk steps executed was
recorded. The mean number of random walk steps
which had to be performed in order to obtain the
smallest stable complex was 32 390 with a stan-
dard deviation of 26 495. The result obtained by

Ž . Ž . Ž .application of Eqs. 3 ] 5 and 7 lies within the
standard deviation of the mean results of random
walk simulations.

Ž . Ž .As one can see, the application of Eqs. 3 ] 5
Ž .and 7 allows the calculation of the probability of

the tetramer occurrence in the system with an
eightfold greater volume and orientational
probability 10 times smaller than in the system
for which random configurations were generated
and examined. Therefore, the results of the ex-
amination of 106 random configurations followed
by the application of the above equations can be
used to estimate the probability of the appear-
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ance of the smallest stable complex in the lattice
representing a macroscopic volume and for very
low orientational probability.

2.4. Fast algorithm for crystal growth simulation

Our new algorithm simulates growth from the
single smallest stable complex. The result of this
simulation will be referred to as the growth trajec-
tory.

At the beginning of the simulation the smallest
stable complex is placed in the lattice and the
time of the simulation is set to 0. Then, all the sites
on the surface of the complex are found. For each
site the energy of a properly oriented molecule
arriving at the site is calculated in order to de-
termine if it is a good site. Then, each of the good
sites are processed in the following way. The
appearance of a properly oriented monomer in
the good site in the given random walk step is
considered as the success of the Bernoulli trial
with probability p. Therefore, the number of ran-
dom walk steps one should wait for the attach-
ment of the monomer to the good site has a

Žgeometric distribution with parameter p: P ts
. Ž .TT sp 1yp . For each of the good sites the

time of attachment of the monomer at this site is
generated as a random number from the above
distribution. The value of p was calculated as:

Ž .psONrV 10

which is the product of the orientational probabil-
ity and the volume fraction of the system. By
setting the probability p equal for all good sites,
we neglect the fact that the sites with different
numbers of unoccupied neighbouring nodes have
a different diffusion accessibility in the random
walk simulation. This simplification does not sig-
nificantly influence the results in the case of low
orientational probabilities.

Finally, the monomer is added to the good site
of the smallest stable complex for which the time
of appearance of the monomer was the shortest.
This time is added to the time of the simulation.
In the next iteration of the algorithm, the list of
good sites is updated by checking if any neigh-
bouring node of the last added monomer be-

comes a good site. The complex grows by reiterat-
ing the above steps.

If, in the course of the simulation, a complex
without good sites is found the program looks for
surface nucleation sites. The surface nucleation
site is any pair of neighbouring sites for which
two molecules, added to these sites with the
proper orientation, would form interactions ex-
ceeding the entropic penalty for aggregation. The
probability of the appearance of two properly
oriented molecules at the surface nucleation site
is calculated as:

2Ž . Ž .ps O=NrV 11

The mean waiting time for the appearance of
two molecules in the surface nucleation site un-
der consideration is generated as the random
number from the geometric distribution with the
parameter p. Then, two monomers are added to
the surface nucleation site for which the shortest
time was obtained and the time of the simulation
is increased by its value.

As a complex having good sites can also grow
by the surface nucleation of two monomers, con-
sidering the surface nucleation sites only for com-
plexes without good sites is a simplification done
for the sake of computational efficiency. For low
orientational probabilities, the probability of the
attachment of two molecules is several orders of
magnitude lower than the probability of the at-
tachment of single one and thus the simplification
does not influence results.

For the crystal under investigation, there is no
stable complex which does not contain both good
sites and surface nucleation sites. Thus, it is not
necessary to consider the extremely unlikely event
of the surface nucleation of three molecules.

In all simulations, random numbers U from the
uniform distribution were generated using the

w xrandom number generator of Marsaglia et al. 29
with the cycle 2144. The random numbers Z from
the geometric distribution were generated using
the following formula ZsJ b ln U w where bs

Ž .1rln 1yp and p is the parameter of geometric
w xdistribution 30 .

The summary of the new algorithm is given in
Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Flow chart of simulation steps.

2.5. Test of the new algorithm

The new algorithm has been shown to give
equivalent results to the random walk simulation
by the following test. The tetragonal lysozyme
lattice was build with the size of 15=15=15 unit
cells. Then, 21 growth trajectories starting from

Ž .the smallest stable complex the tetramer were
calculated using the random walk algorithm. The
number of monomers in the lattice was 1000
Ž .volume fraction 0.037 and the orientational
probability was set to 0.01. Interaction energies
were taken from Table 1 and the entropic penalty
was set to 12 kcal moly1. Whenever the monomer
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aggregated with the growing crystal, a new one
was added into the lattice in order to keep con-
centration of monomers constant. Periodic
boundary conditions were simply set by ‘wrapping
the lattice around’. Each random walk simulation
was stopped when the crystal reached the size of
1000 monomers and the number of executed ran-
dom walk steps was recorded. Thus 21 numbers
of random walk steps required for growth from
the smallest stable complex to a complex of size
1000 were recorded. Then, the 21 growth trajecto-
ries, started from the smallest stable complex and
ended when the complex reached the size 1000
monomers, were generated using the new algo-
rithm with the same orientational probability and
volume fraction as in the random walk simula-
tion. The times of growth were recorded. The
mean time of growth in the random walk simula-
tion was 1.11=107 "4.39=106. The mean time
of growth obtained in simulations with the new
algorithm was 1.31=107 "4.19=106. One can
see that the times obtained by both algorithms
have the same order of magnitude.

The crystallisation process spans many orders
of magnitude in both time and size scale. From
this perspective, the slight discrepancy between
the results of both algorithms is not significant.
Therefore, we conclude that the new algorithm is
equivalent to the random walk one for the simu-
lation of the growth of the single smallest stable
complex.

2.6. Size distribution of the microcrystals

We assume that for the tetragonal lysozyme
w xcrystal 31 , which is the model system in our

studies, each smallest stable complex grows inde-
pendently of others, i.e. there is no aggregation
and competition for the monomers between them.
This assumption is justified by the results of our
simulations which are described in the following
section of the paper. Therefore, one can calculate
the size distribution of the microcrystals as the
function of time for crystal growth in the crystalli-
sation batch with constant volume V and number
of monomers equal to N using the following
protocol:

1. Set the time T equal to 0.1
Ž . Ž . Ž .2. Using Eqs. 3 ] 5 and 7 calculate the
Ž .probability P O,V of the occurrence of the

smallest stable complex in the crystallisation
batch with volume V, volume fraction of
monomers NrV, and orientational probabil-
ity O.

3. Generate the waiting time for the appearance
of the smallest stable complex as the random

Žnumber from the geometric distribution: P t
. Ž .w Ž .xTsT sP O,V 1yP O,V . Add this time

to T .1
4. Start the simulation of the growth trajectory

with the time of the simulation set to T . End1
the growth trajectory if the time of the simu-
lation reaches T or the size of the growingmax
crystal reaches the size of S monomersmax
Ž .computer memory limit .

5. Repeat points 3 and 4 until T reaches the1
value of T .max

The statistics from all the trajectories obtained
in point 4 were collected for the i time inter-max

� 4vals. For each time interval ig 0,..,i and eachmax
� 4size of the complex sg 0,...,S the numbermax

Ž .K i,s of growth trajectories in which the complex
of size s was present in the time interval i was

Ž .calculated. K i,s is the size distribution of micro-
crystals as the function of time.

3. Results

All simulations were carried out for the tetrag-
w xonal lysozyme crystal 31 . The interaction ener-

gies, listed in Table 1, value of the entropic penalty
equal to 12 kcal moly1 and orientational
probability 10y5 were adopted from our previous
paper } where their validity has been analysed
and justified. The volume fraction was set to 0.037
in all calculations. This value was found by Geor-

w xgalis et al. 6 to be optimal for lysozyme crystal-
lization in 0.64 M NaCl and 0.1 M Na-acetate

Ž .buffer pH 4.2 . The time step of the simulations
was 28 ns.

3.1. Probability of the occurrence of the smallest
stable complex

As shown in our previous paper, the smallest
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stable complex in the lattice of the tetragonal
Ž .lysozyme crystal is the particular tetramer Fig. 1 .

In order to calculate the probability of its appear-
ance we have generated 106 random configura-
tions of 1000 monomers in the lattice with a size

Ž .15=15=15 unit cells volume fraction 0.037 .
Among these configurations, 6287 were found to

Ž . Ž .contain at least one tetramer. Using Eqs. 3 ] 5
Ž .and 7 we have calculated the probability of the

tetramer’s occurrence in a lattice with 13.1=1016

nodes, corresponding to a volume of 5 ml. The
result was 3.05=10y5. This value was used in the
calculations of size distribution. The correspond-
ing mean waiting time for the appearance of the
tetramer is 920 ms. Thus, after 8 h we expect
3.1=107 tetramers to be present in the solution.
The concentration of the tetramers is therefore

y7 y1 Ž y5 .5.9=10 mg ml 1.02=10 mM . It is clear
that under these extremely low concentrations
the aggregation of tetramers cannot play a sig-
nificant role in the crystallisation process during
the time scale considered in our simulation. This
provides supporting evidence to our assumption
that each stable complex grows independently.

3.2. Size distribution of microcrystals

We have performed calculations of the size
distribution for a volume of 5 ml and the time
T s8 h. As the calculations of size distributionmax
are time consuming, and their time grows with
the volume, we have chosen the smallest volume
which, to the best of our knowledge, was used in

w xexperiments on lysozyme crystallisation 27 .
The calculated size distributions of microcrys-

tals after 2, 4, 6 and 8 h are shown in Fig. 4. As
one can see, the most populated complexes are
tetramers. Only approximately 13% of all smallest
stable complexes generated increased their size
during 8 h. This is due to the fact that the
tetramer does not have good sites on its surface
and thus requires surface nucleation in order to
grow. As the mean time of surface nucleation is

Ž 12 .approximately 56 h 7.3=10 time steps only
the tetramers on which surfaces ‘unusually fast’
surface nucleation happens, were able to grow.

From all 3.1=107 growth trajectories started
during the calculations, only eight achieved the

size of 10 000 molecules which was set as the
Ž .maximal size S in this simulation. These tra-max

jectories are shown in Fig. 5. One can see that
during the first few hours the growth of the
microcrystal is very slow. Then, after exceeding

Žthe size of approximately 100 monomers the
.average from 8 trajectories is 105 the growth

trajectory reaches the size of 10 000 monomers in
the time scale of minutes. For the fastest growth
trajectory, the time of growth from the tetramer
to a complex with the size of 10 000 monomers
was 3.1 h.

Many complexes with a size larger than four
molecules were also found to lack good sites on
their surfaces. That is why such an extremely
small number of trajectories reached the size of
10 000 monomers. Only those trajectories which
have the small number of complexes without good
sites and accounted, by chance, very fast surface
nucleations grow to the critical size of approxi-
mately 100 monomers. Complexes without good
sites and of a size larger than the critical one
appear very rarely. Even if this happens, large
complexes have a higher number of surface nu-
cleation sites and this increases the chance of
surface nucleation events. For these reasons, the
growth rate of microcrystals increases so dramati-
cally after their size exceeds 100 monomers.

The number of monomers incorporated into
the microcrystals during the simulation was 1.4=
108. The number of monomers in the 5 ml of
solution with a volume fraction 0.037 is 4.8=1015

} seven orders of magnitude greater. Thus, one
can see that microcrystals appearing in solution
during 8 h did not cause a significant depletion of
monomers in the solution. This excludes the pos-
sibility that the growing microcrystals compete for
monomers and thus supports our assumption of
their independent growth in the time scale of the
calculations.

4. Discussion

4.1. Scenario of nucleation and early growth stages
of the tetragonal lysozyme crystal

At the start of the discussion, let us summarise
the scenario of the early stages of tetragonal
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Fig. 4. Size distribution of microcrystals after 2, 4, 6 and 8 h. Only microcrystals of the size below 100 monomers are shown. As
explained in the text, there is a very small number of larger complexes.

lysozyme crystal growth as implied by the results
of our calculations.

The first critical event in the process of crys-
tallisation is the formation of the smallest stable
complex having crystal order. Our calculations
predict that the first stable complex is a particular
tetramer. The calculations of the mean expected
time of the appearance of the first stable complex
show that the concentration of tetramers is too
small to consider that their further aggregation
plays a significant role in the formation of larger
complexes. Additionally, the result of the size

distribution simulations shows that the decrease
of monomer concentration in the first hours of
crystal growth is too small to assume competition
between growing microcrystals. Therefore, our
conclusion is that each of the stable complexes
appearing in the solution grows independently of
others in the timescale of our calculations.

The first stable complex does not have good
sites on its surface and its further growth requires
the surface nucleation of two monomers. For an
orientational probability of 10y5 and a volume
fraction of 0.037, the mean time of this event is
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Fig. 5. Eight trajectories, exceeding the second critical size, obtained in the simulation within the timescale of 8 h.

approximately 56 h. This is why the first necessary
surface nucleation was observed for only 13% of
the tetramers within 8 h. As larger microcrystals
without good sites are also frequently found, only
eight trajectories were found to reach the second
critical size of approximately 100 monomers. This

size appeared to be critical in the sense that
almost all larger complexes do have good sites
and they grow to the size of 10 000 monomers in
the timescale of minutes. We postulate that only
those growth trajectories which exceed the second
critical size lead to the formation of macroscopic
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crystals. Therefore, our model predicts that eight
macroscopic crystals appear as the result of 8 h of
nucleation. As discussed later, this number is in
reasonable agreement with the experimental data
provided by arrested nucleation experiments.

4.2. Two critical radii and crystallisation pathways

One should notice that the appearance of a
microcrystal which lacks good sites and has the
size between the two critical ones strongly de-
creases the probability that a given growth trajec-
tory reaches the second critical size. This means
that what we define as the growth trajectory can
be viewed as the kinetic crystallisation pathway
which can be slow or fast depending on the num-
ber complexes without good sites it contains.

The difference between the entropic penalty
and interaction energies depends on the surface
properties of the monomers and the crystal order.
The order of magnitude of the orientational
probability does not vary among protein crystals.
Therefore, both critical sizes and the number of
fast crystallisation pathways depends on the sur-
face properties of the monomers and the geome-
try of the crystal. This suggests that various crys-
tals of various proteins, or different crystal forms
of the same protein can have different kinetics of
growth. This, in turn, should be taken into ac-
count in searching for quality factors for moni-
toring the protein crystallisation process.

4.3. Comparison with experimental data

The rates of nucleation for the tetragonal
lysozyme crystal have been experimentally mea-

w x w xsured by Kam and Feher 26 and Blow et al. 27 .
In Figure 12 of Kam and Feher’s work, one can
see that the nucleation rate is approximately 20
nucleir30 min in 50 ml of solution. Assuming a
linear scaling with volume, this would correspond
to 2 nuclei hy1 in a volume of 5 ml. The arrested

w xnucleation experiments of Blow et al. 27 give a
rate between 2 and 7 nuclei hy1 depending on
the protein concentration in 5 ml of solution. The
value predicted by the model presented here is
roughly 1 nucleus hy1. The agreement of the
order of magnitude can be considered reasonable,

bearing in mind that the probability of individual
tetramer formation is of the order of 10y15 due to
geometric constraints, i.e. orientational probabil-
ity.

w xThe calorimetric studies of Georgalis et al. 9
for lysozyme show the appearance of heat power
peaks between 2 and 13 h, depending on protein
and salt concentration. This heat effect can be
explained, in the framework of our model, by the
appearance of quickly growing microcrystals in
the time scale of hours.

As shown in our previous paper, the model
correctly predicts the speed of movement of the
step on 110 face of the crystal if the orientational
probability is set to 10y5. For the same value, the
model predicts a reasonable nucleation rate. At
the same time, the value of orientational
probability predicted by our model corresponds
well with experimental data concerning formation
of the barnase]barstar complex. Schreiber and

w xFersht 32 measured the influence of the ionic
strength on the association rate constant of that
complex. Their data, when extrapolated to very
high salt concentrations allowed the determina-
tion of the basal association rate constant which
appeared to be four to five orders of magnitude
smaller than the diffusion limit for collisions given
by the Smoluchowski]Einstein equation. Re-

w xcently, Janin 33 analysed the data of Schreiber
and Fersht obtaining an orientational probability
of 1.5=10y5.

One should note that the present model does
not account for dissociation of monomers from
microcrystals which certainly appears in the time
scale of hours. Reasonable agreement with the
arrested nucleation experiments shows that this
process does not significantly influence very
quickly growing microcrystals. This can be under-
stood if one takes into account energies of the

Žgood sites energies of the monomers attached to
.the good sites . In the simulations, any microcrys-

tal larger than 100 monomers contains good sites
with energies lower than y9 kcal moly1. Micro-
crystals larger than 200 monomers have good
sites with energies lower than y15 kcal moly1.
Equilibrium constants at 298 K corresponding to
these energies are 4=106 and 1011, respectively.
Thus, the growth of the complexes larger than
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second critical size is practically irreversible. On
the other hand, dissociation of monomers can
decrease the number of small complexes present
in the solvent in the time scale of hours. There-
fore, the numbers presented in Fig. 4 should be
treated as the upper bounds of numbers of micro-
crystals present in the solutions.

We conclude that our model is supported by
three kinds of independent experimental evi-

Ž .dence: i it reproduces the speed of the move-
ment of the dislocation on the 110 face of the

Ž .crystal; ii the nucleation rate predicted by the
model is of the order of magnitude of experimen-

Ž .tally measured ones; and iii the orientational
probability has the same order of magnitude as
that determined for the barnase]barstar complex.

5. Conclusions

It was shown that there are two critical aggre-
gate sizes in the process of formation of the
tetragonal lysozyme crystal. The first one corre-
sponds to the smallest stable complex of crystal
order. The second is the size at which there is an
abrupt increase in the crystal growth rate due to
the fact that all complexes have sites at their
surfaces capable of incorporating a single
molecule. It was also shown that the growth of
the complexes with a size between the two critical
ones proceeds through the kinetic pathways which
are determined by the presence or absence of
good sites on the surfaces of intermediate aggre-
gates. The above scenario is justified by the
agreement, within an order of magnitude of the
nucleation rate with the experimentally observed
one.

It is important to note that the kinetic path-
ways of the early stages of tetragonal lysozyme
crystal growth are determined by the geometry of
the surface of the molecule and by the geometry
of the growing crystal. The implication of this fact
is that other crystal forms of other protein
molecules can have different kinetics of early
growth stages.

The application of this model to the crystallisa-
tion processes of other model systems will allow
us to explore the possible diversity of kinetic
scenarios of growth suggested by this study. This

can be of practical importance as it can show if
the quality factors for monitoring protein crys-
tallisation, determined according to the study of
one model protein, would work in the case of
others.
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